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Introduction 

The popular view of psychology seems to be thet the dieoipline iN 

concerned with three issues--~ex at,; a det;~rminant pf behavior, learning 

theory es exemplified by rat maRes, and an wver expanding myriad of 

counseling methods and programs related to overcominR various psychow 

logical problems, If theije three nreua were the total·content of 
I 

psychology. this pa.per would not have a p1ir:pose other than p~rhap!ii to 

titillate the audience with consideration1 of the riRk asaoci1ted with 

sex and/or to c.onsider the useful.ness of &1ternative counseling progrf\mS 

to overcome pathological risky behavior s1,1ch as playing Russian roulette. 

The content of psychology, however, is much broader than these three 

issues, In particular, development of expected utility and subjective 

probability theories by mathematicians, statisticians and economists 

simulated considerable psychological research on risky decision making. 

Earlier survey articles on this reiearch were provided by Edwards (1954, 

1961); subsequent extensive surveys include Kogan and Wallach and Slavic, 

Fischhoff and Lichtenstein. The .interdisciplinary origins of this research 

have recently been reemphasized;' psychologists concerned with decision 

making often publish in statistical and economics journals. This recent 

psychological literature has begun to be recognized by agricultural 

economists. Prominent examples include the textbook by Anderson, Dillon, 

and Hardaker and papers presented at the 1976 CIHMYT Conference (Roumasset, 

Boussard, and Singh). Hore detailed consideration of this psychological 

research may be helpful to agricultural economists. 



Hather thnn rev:Lew~ng all of tlte psychologkal literatm'e on r.iffi!k, 

this paper considers selacted areas which tha nuthors judge may be most 

interestiug·to agricultural economist1, Emphasis is placed on recent 

research by cognitive psychologists on probabi.lity judgments, For the 

uninitiated, some consideration of the content of cognitive psychology 

may be helpful, In an article written for Htatistictans, Hogarth 

, , • cognit:lvu pijyc.hol,1;1~y,,, m~y he takf:.m t.:c, et1.CQ!1\IHlSS the st1Hly 
of perception 3 problam solving, judgmental proces~es, thinking~ 
concept formation and human information processing in general, 
1~is activity has been directed toward u;derstantling the mech
anism;'\ by which man confronts and interprets the stimuli with 
which he is faced and has also particularly sought to specify 
his abilities and limitations as an information processing 
system (p. 272). 

Actually many agricultural economists have been introduced to cognitive 

psycho~ogy since the behavioral theory of the firm was greatly influenced 

by principles derived from cognitive psychology (Simon). 

The purpose of this paper is.to present selected literature from 

psychology which describes how individuals make probabilistic judgments. 

Particular issues enphasized are cognitive biases, or heuristics, used 

in probabilistic decisions, the implications of cognitive biases for ag

ricultural economics methodologies for optimal risky decisions, and pro

spect theory, a revision of expected utility theory to accommodate 

cognitive biases. A central proposition of this paper is that the 

psychological literature raises serious questions concerning the useful-

ness and validity of elicitation of utility functions and subjective 

probability distributions for optimal decisions under uncertainty. Other 



agricultural ec.oncHni.stn have recently expressw.d sim:Llar propositions 

(Young; Roumasset), Thr~ psyc:hologlcal Uteratul:e provides forthcu:· 

ev:l.dence to support such proposit:1.ons. 

Cognitive Biases 

DHcisions ur,cler uncertainty tnvolve pruhab:tU.t::y judgmentB about 

the likelihood of f11ture o~currences, Observation of oventa pver timu 

prov-tdes the has:ls for tlrnse judg111ents. I,n onler to make a :)qdgment, 

one must first observe th~ relcwant events, mnke inforencc~s about :ralii"' 

tionships, then make judgments about the probability of future events, 

Even though this seemA a perfectly rational approach, recent work by 

psychologists has sho,m that certain cognitive biases may affect how 

information is processed and utilized. These biases, or heuristics, 

systematically affect how people perceive events, store them in memory, 

and retrieve them for future use. Thus, decision makers may base judg

ments on biased information. Three heuristics which have been identi

fied are representativeness, availability, and anchoring (Tversky and 

Kahneman, 19 74) . 

Representativeness refers to the degree to which an event resembles 

its population. When using this heuristic the person judges the proba

bility of an event by how much it (l) is similar in essential features 

to the parent population, and (2) reflects the process by which it is 

generated. Similarity to the parent population is most easily explained 

by using one of Kahneman and Tversky's examples. People are first given 

this description: "All families of six children in a city were surveyed. 

In 72 families the exact order of births of boys and girls was GBGBBG 11 

(Kahneman and Tversky, 1972, p. 432). Then they are aske<l to estimate 



thi;i number of fnmJl;i.es in whio.h the exoct h:/.rth order; was BGTmrrn. '.rhf;l 

two birth scquenees arc not equally roprcsentativc1 111c first contains 

thi:oe girls and three boylil, whik the al.'lo.ond cont.:_dns (mly one girl and 

five boys. TI1e lntter scquenoa does not reflect the proportign of boys 

and girls in the pnrent rorulation, Most peopl!:i judge t:h!;l 1~tter ~equencci,-.. 

l3CBBBn .... -as hr:dng much les~ l:lkely, CW(:Jn t:boqgh t:lw t;wo fWqu,mcc.s luwe t::he 
' 

same probab;Uity of occurr.'enca, 

In addition to refl0cting the parent population~ uncertain events 

are viewed as tha outcome of uncertain processes and therefore should 

appear to be random. The two general features which seem to charac-

terize randomness are irregularity and local representativeness, For 

example, in a series of fair coin tosses an outcome of IITHTHT, which is 

regular, is jud1;e<l much less likely than an outcome of HTTHTH, which is 

irregular and tl1erefore appears to be more random. Local representative

ness can be described as a belief that the law of large numbers applies 

to small numbers as well; people presume that the essential characteristics 

of a parent population should be present not only globally in a large 

sample, but also locally in each component of the sample (Kahneman and 

Tversky, 1972). 

The use of representativeness in making probability judgments can 

lead to errors since probability and representativeness may not be 

influenced by the same factors. For example, in probability judgments, 

base-rate information should be considered, but representativeness may 

be used instead. In studies where people are given a description of a 

person, then asked to guess the person's occupation, the tendency is to 
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usP the pcn;onal.:Lty chnrct!i!ristics rather !:.l1an objoc:t:Lvc il1formation 

about occupation frequency :in making the jud~rnflnt. J.n fact, the 

froquenc:y o[ the occupation in the population is a b0t tor pi.ece of 

infonnation to \\Se. 

Another potential error is in the lack of sensitivity to sample 

size. Tl1e repnH,ent:ative het,n"i.stic hi often ur,ed when pe.op:~e ai=e aHk@d 

to evaluate tho probhm of; obt:nin:lng a particular rei;;u1 t :ln a sample 

drawn from n popul,Jtion. When 1:epresento..!;iv!;;lness 1.ia used to make a 

juclgm~nt on a sample stathtic) the judgment will he essenU.o,lly ind~,., 

pcndenl of the earnple size, because of the stmilarity--or representa

U.veness--of a sample statistic to a populntion parameter does not 

depend on the size of the sample (Tversky and Ka.hnenmn, 1974), 

A second heuristic which is used in making decisions in uncertain 

situations is availability, or the ease with which relevant instances 

come to mincl, The strength of a relationship betwc;en two events influ

ences availability which in turn 11ffects judgment of frequency. In some 

cases, this process may give an entirely accuratg picture of reality 

since frequent events are usually easier to recall. llowever, other 

factors influence availability and may lead to erroncotts conclusions 

about the frequency of events (Tversky and Kahneman, 1973). 

Bias in availability may occur in the initial sampling of events, 

in storage, or in recall. Factors which may influence initial sampling 

include the emotional or personal relevance of the event, the imagina

bility or concreteness of the event, the ordering of occurrence, and 

the salience, extremity, and severity of tl1e event. In addition, events 

which actually occur are more likely to be noticed than non-occurrences. 
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Eventa are more easily stored in memory and are easiur to recall if 

thc•y can be Linked with jnformation already stored, nn<l if the infor

mati(m can li,;! coded verbally ,;inJ in term~ of n "mental p:icture" 

(Nisbett and R0Rs)1 

Par examplq, a farmer may overestimate tl1a frsqu~ncy of 4ry yaar~. 

becnu$e of the emqtional ~nd financial impact of ~11s event, This mqy 
I 

be especially tru~ if a dry yenr has ,r,~cently occuftf;ld, Another example 

would be in the nrea of equipment breakdownH, Eacl1 time a piece of 

machJnery needs rep~drs, the far.mer loses tirne and niu9 t make f.l. dacisign 

about "repalr" or "replace" or "get by without," Thus the (:!Vent·--

machinery breakdown---is likely to be at tended to, l~emernbered and easily 

recalled. Non-occurrences of breakdowns--the number of times when such 

breakdowns might occur but do not--are not as likely to he remembered. 

When asked about the frequency of machinery breakdowns a farmer may 

then overestimate their occurrence:and possibly their severity. 

Just as the frgquency of a 9:ingle item can be overestimated, sq 

can the occurrence of pairs of items be overestimated. If two items 

tend to have a high degree of aisociatlon, this strength of association 

may be used to assess the frequency with which the pair occurs, 'fhis 

bias, termed illusory correlation, (Chapman and Chapman) is explainable 

in terms of the availability heuristic. Two items which are highly related 

will tend to be stored in memory together and thus retrieved together. 

However, the phenomena of illusory correlation may cause~ person to 9ee 

a relationship when none exists. For example, if the farmer sees many 

advertisements tl1at link Fertilizer A with a high yield, he may develop 
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an flSt,\:.lCiatJ.on li9tw1;;!en Pert;Uixer A l;HHl h:l eh yio'.Ld on the btu,fs of 

th:ls nxposuri..'. When asktid ahout the actur .. 1,l, frequency of high yields 

derivc~d frmn Fc,'J'.'t.:llizor A, rh~ i'arrner may tliE,niforu he wore likely 

to ovcn·L1st:lmate the frc?.qu,-mc.y of thl.s occurrenct'!, (This examp:J,e is 

an {;l>~trapolatLon from Chuptntln .:mcl Chapmm.1' s work, No data exist 

which suppor;t th9 nhove c-:,;ample, but it would mnke mi i.nterosf;ing 

rerrn0rc:h pr:oh lom,) 

A third bi&s, known rHl m1chorJ.ug, mny also n:f:foot probai,ility 

judgments. An in:i.tial value, e:lther givon or computed, is taken as 

the starting point and additional judgment~, are made in terms of 

this point. Estimates depend on this starting point and tend to be 

biased toward it. Although some adjustment may be made, :i.t is 

typic.ally insufficient (Tversky and Kahnernan, 1974). 

Elicitation Methodologies 

The cognitive biases discussed in the previous section suggest 

that human beings will not perform' very well in elicitation paradigms 

and that suc.h methodologies will yield unreliable utility functions 

and subjective probability distributions. Subjective probability 

distributions will likely reflect all three heuristics. Since utility 

functions are usually elicited with abstract examples, the impact of 

the biases may not be as readily apparent. However, it is plausible 

that the income or wealth levels used in the elicitation will be re

lated to past concrete events stored in memory. Therefore, elicited 

utility functions will also reflect the heuristics. This section 
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biasoij is consid?red, 

Prefnr~nce Rev~rsn1 Phenomena ----·~-...___,,,....-,-.-~~--~!'- -m---

(Lichtenstein and Slavic) nnd hnM sub~eqµently been rapliaate4 s•var~l 

times, most recGintl.y by econom:i,st;:i (Grether and Plott). Whil,~ tha 

paradigm is not equivalent to those used in the elicitation mot:hodologies, 

the :tmplications of this phenomena should receive serious consideration, 

since it is possible that the same results could be obtained from 

elicitation. 

The phenomena relates to choicet;i between two lotteries, A and B. 

These lotteries have two payoffs, -zero and cl. positive amount, and car1. 

be characterized by ($ 1 , Pi) where $1 is the positive payoff and Pi 

is the probability of $ i being obtained. In the lotteries, $ A < $B 

and PA > PB. l'}1e experiments which yield preference reversals involve 

two steps. One step determines the subject's preference between the 

lotteries, while the other step determines the subject's reservation 

price to sell the lotteries, $A and $B. 

Grether and Plott note that expected utility theory would imply 

that $ A > $B if A is preferred to B. This prediction follows from noting 

that~ 
1 

are certainly equivalents such that individuals are indifferent 

between$. and ($., P.). By transitivity, $A > $B- if A is preferred 
1 1 1 



ton. However, o large proportion of peo~le violate thiH pra4tction tn 

all th\":! cxperimRnts, The implJ.cations of these reBiilts are ol.ivioua. 

Certainty equivalents neeJ not have any rulatlonehip tu preferences for 

a lottery, 

Persistence of Biases 
___ ,h ..... _ .... ~ ~•-.,_,,..._..,_._ 

., 

Headers F>l:rcmgly comrnJtte,1 to Btati,,t~ic,11 d~\C.:Lf;:Lon tht;,ory w:U~ l:LkeJ,y 

euggeAt that theso hiaece aan be ovorcoma, Var 0x1mpln, Andernon, Dillon, 

moro researeh :Ls necessary to determint! necessary ndjustment& to el:i.c:ita

tion methodologies to minimize these biases (pp. 19-21). In a discussion 

of a paper by Tversky before the Royal Statisticul Society, D. V. Lindley 

took a stronger position: "Why do you spend your time studying how people 

make decisions, when we knm,1 how they she_l1-_lcl make decisions? Would it not 

be better to devote your energies to teaching them the principles of maxi

mum expected utility? 11 ( Emphasis in the original) (p. 181). This section 

re.views some evidence on this issue. 

Statistical training and/or ·experience is useful in overcoming the 

cognitive biases .. Tversky and Kahneman (197!+) note that statistically 

sophisticated researchers do not commit some of the statistical fallacies 

but still tend to use some of the heuristics. A study by Winkler explicitly 

considered the effect of statistical training in ability to assess 

personal probability distributions. The experiments involved three sets 

of subjects at the University of Chicago: (1) Graduate business students 

with only an introductory course in statistics, (2) Graduate business 
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stucknts wi.t:h n minimum of fl com'Gf/ in busjnc,s~; stntJr:;tics whJch 

cmphrwLZtHl I\;1yesLc111 methods, and (3) l'h,D, cnnd:idritQfl and a pro,-

fcssor Jn stat:Jr,t:i.Gs. Not surp.rJs:i.ngly, W.L11klcr concluded that tho 

pcr.fonnancc of: thr:~ third gr·oup was much surm~Lor, llf:J,yr.;wo.1:, tittle 

d1ffei:emce e:xlnt:LH.] be tween l:hc fj.rst rJttd flpcond groups, Hogarth 

r8vlevm several F,turltes tli,it: comrwro stattRL::i.cnl nh:Jlit:lnr, of f!tat:l,a-

t:Lc.Lnns wlth substi:1nt;,Lvc axp1c1rts, In tlWlltil !',niput·:lmmrti~, wcat;h9r for<:i-.. 

caslln:H tend to cl131nonstratt1 n.s mudi fJt.ut:ist[cal ~Xp!3rt:l.s1.:1 as st,1tif:!J;.iµ;!.ans, 

Hogarth trnggests that this rm1ult c~m bo explained by the const.ant 

feedback on prediction which weather forecasters receive, As Tversky 

and Kc1hn"man ( 19 ·;tf) note, the experiencer:: of most people do not provide 

the feedback to allow learning the appropriate statistical rules, 

These f:Lnclings are not prom:lsing with rt'spect to the abilities of 

farmers to meaningfully use statistical concepts for elicitation pro-

ccsses, Obviously, very few, if any, farmers possess advanced graduate 

study :ln f;talistics. In aclclit:Lon, · farm manag,~ment is not likely to 

provide the feedhack or training to overcome use of heuristics. While 

farm managers must m,1.ke man/ probabilistic decisions due to the risks 

inherent in agriculture, the sequential production process does not 

provide constant feedback as :in the case of weather forecasters. For 

example, observations on y:Lelds are typically only received once a year, 

at harvest while yield forecar.;ts had to be formed before planting. 

Prospect Theory 

Early psychological research on risk tended to focus on evaluation 

of normc1t l'✓ e expected util:ity theory as a descriptive model of human 



ll 

of human be1iav.i.or !lrt? l1einf1 ndvnncec.1 (SlovJr:., Fl.sGhlwff, nnrl LJ.chtenstcin), 

which co:1tradicts e>tpectetl ut:UHy theory, 

Prospect tl1uory includ0s two scquentiol stagua in R dec1$lon pro• 

cess, editing and evaluation. Editing has the function of reducing the 

options and/or organizing them for case of evaluation, Some forms of 

editing involve each prospect separately while others apply to sets 

of pro~pects. Editing single prospects includes coding, combination, 

and segregation, Coding involves converting the prospect to gains and 

losse:; from a reference point, usually tlw current position. Combination 

involvt~s comhining poss:Lb:Ll:Lties with identical outcomes. Segregation 

involves separating the risky component from the sure component. Editing 

sets of prospects involves eancellat:i.on, simplification, and detection of 

dominance. Cancellation involv6s elimination of component~ with equal 

outcomes aud probabilities shared by prospects. Simplification involves 

rounding of outcome values and/or probabilities including discarding 

uncertain outcomes. Detection of dominance involves eliminating pro-

spects "hich obviously have inferior outcomes in all situations. 

After editing the remaining prospects are evaluated with the 

following equation: 

n 
(1) V I 

i==l 
H(p.) v(x.) 

l J_ 
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where V "' vah1c; of prosµect~, 11 (p 1 ) "' dcc:Ls:i on 1-,c·i ght: placed on outcome i, 

p. "'prohnb:U:ity of outcome• :L lw.lug obt:u:l.ned, v(x.) ""vnl\lc of outcome :l, 
l 1 

x. "" mensun·'. of 01,1tcon1(' :L, p8rhup~, dollt>.rs, Tho proBpect wh:Lch maxim:l:c.os 
:L 

V is the dcs:ln~d dio:l.ce, H cfln be not;c<l t:ltat (1) lfi fdmi.J.nr to expccited 

utillty theory, l.1tvolv:Lng prohHb:U.:l.ty W(dghtu oml vEilue or: en~h outcome, 

However, e,.wh of th!:.!Re rnaj or co111po1wnts d if rc:rs fr.om the~ components of 

expectocl ut.ili.ty theory. 

The valne function is s:Lm Llar t:o n ut.i li.ty functJon for gains and 

losses. However, Kahneman and Tven;ky (l<J 7':J) postulate a particular form 

for the function, Individuals are risk averse for ga:i.ns and risk seekers 

for losses, v"(x) < 0 for x > 0 and v"(x) > 0 for x < 0, In addition, a 

discontinuity exists at z0ro, v'(x) is greater for x < 0 than x > 0, 

Tlte decision 1•1eights are related to subjective probabilities but are 

not rnquirecl to follow tlre probability axioms. However, it is assumed to 

be a function of "objective" probabil:LLies \Jith fl(O) == 0 and Il(l) "" 1. 

Outcomes with low p, are OVf't'Weighted, n(p.) > p .• 
:L :L l 

11 

is hypothesized for all outcomes, I II(p ) < 1. 
i i=l 

that are not small have TI(p.) < p .. 
l l 

However, subcertainty 

Thus, outcomes with p. 
l. 

The differences between prospect theory and expectod utility theory 

are considerable. Theie differences reflect the motivations for develop-

mertt of prospect theory. Prospect theory is not meant to be a normative 

framework, but a source of hypotheses for positive research on individual 

human behavior. Kahneman and Tversky do not expect that equation (1) 

would be empirically estimated because they also consider elicitation 

procedures unreliable (1979, p. 284). Rather, hypotheses concerning 

different prospects c;.:rn be derived from this equation and frnr1jec:tecl to 

empirical testing. 
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Impl.lc.:ntJ.ons for Future Ro:,wnrch 

The PH'.Yl.!holngtcnl lit(~ratura disc.usf:lod i.n tld~ pr:i.per strongly supports 

the prupoHition tl1nt use of expected utility theory for normative firm 

res,iarch has clouhtrnl vaHdHy. Pe:!oplc are not good ;1.ntuitiv!iil ;;tatist:I..Ci{ins 

and uvatlnblo litt,vr,lture Buggc:.nil:tt that J.:i.mlted tr.,drd.n.g in p,:o.bab:U:lt.Y 

theory cannot ovin:qomlo! t:ht1i1 d.f.fffoult:,y, 'J'ho :i.tnpl:lcations fen: 1;1Ho;t.~tltion 

of profDrcnces nnd auhject1v~ prob~illity dt~tribu~ians ore pnrticularly 

scrio1,.uf, 

Suc.h a posltion does suggest n theoret::lc;:i;1,l vo:ld in farm management 

research and extension. However, the use of a normntive expected utility 

model has histor:lcal.ly prov:lded a lirnl.ted role in farm management, Rather, 

much of farm management acti.v:i.ty has concentratE.id on positive information 

to deeision mnkors. The psychology literature does suggest reasons why 

this activity may h~ useful to farmots, W:Lth superi.or statistical tra:Lning 

agricultural economists can prcsuma?lY derive estimates that ari.~ not as 

snbj~gt to cognit:ive biases as those of farmers. These estimates allow 

farmers to evaluate theJr subjective estimates. Awareness of cognitive 

biases may also aid in ident:.;i.fying those forrr.s of information which are most 

useful to the farmer, and the most effective presentation formats. These 

implications do not mean that economic theory should be pnrged from farm 

management research. Economic theory is useful in providing definitions 

of relevant economic concepts that concern producers; however, the expec

tation of normative use of the theory is unrealistic. 

In the area of firm risk management, much research and extension has 

been consistent with this position. Because of the perceived difficulty, 

and limited applicability of cl-icitation methodologies, most activity has 
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concentratod on informat:lon on rl.sk in varJous activitJcs rather than 

no1:mat:tve 1:io<l,}ls, Host of the r.<!search h<1n also been based on historical 

data, DeRpite the problemR with ~>jective data not nacessariJ.y repraaent~ 

ing thc1 future (Anderson t DUlon, and Hardukor), (Hteh data rn:ovide a val:ici 

benchrnnrk for pr9ch.1cers to 1;waluat1..i b:hiAi;1d FH1bjecl;iv~ e~pect~1::1.ons t 

lt must b~ ~t;i:cssecl that paycholoiy ~-s :J.arf!$+Y ~onc.,::ri-nag with1 :!nA;.I.."" 

vidual. beha,vior and the :t.n~ues in th:1.s l'Hl.p~r do n~t: necuiME\t'ilY, iinpl.y 

that e~pected utility tha~ry is valid as a positive thebry tq prftdiot 

aggregate behavior, Following Fr"Ledman, auch n positive theory must 

abstract from various nuances of individual behavior. In a summary of 

psychological research on expected utility theory, Coombs supports the 

view that expected utility theory fulfills this methodological position; 

"In the work reported in this se~tion, (expected utility) theory is 

found unacceptable as a descriptive' theory of individual risky decision 

making, but it does provide a gooci approximat:lon to data, which perhaps 

accounts for its viability in the face of persistent criticism.'' (p, 65). 

While explo~ation of the use of 1prospect theory as a source of aggregate 

hypotheses may be warranted, it is doubtful that it will aggregate as 

successfully as expected utility theory. 
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